FRANKFURTER SANDWICHES
4/4 1...2...1234

Intro: Dm Ebdim C A7 D7 G7 C G7

C G7
Every night he brings me frankfurter sandwiches, frankfurter sandwiches

Dm G7 C
Ah, his baby loves those frankfurter sandwiches, frankfurter sandwiches

C A7 Dm G7 G7+ C G7
He tried to win me with flowers, all kinds of sweetness ’til he found out his baby's weakness

C G7
Every night I whisper thanks for the sandwiches, thanks for the sandwiches

Dm G7 A7
But he feels there's something wrong.

Dm Ebdim C A7 Dm G7 C
In-stead of me billing and cooing, all I keep doing is chewing fs's, fs's, all night long

Interlude: C C#dim Dm G7 X2

C Am Dm G7 C F9 C F9
Since the world began, the girl expects the man to bring her tokens of his love

C Am Dm G7 C
Some bring bags of gold, their lady loves to hold, and jewels bright as stars a-bove

E7 Bm7b5 E7 A7 D7 G7
But it seems my ideals are much higher, so here's how people filled my heart's de-si-re

C G7 Dm G7 C
.............furter sandwiches, furter sandwiches...... furter sandwiches, furter sandwiches

C A7 Dm G7 G7+ C G7
I really don't care for candy, ice cream and custard, but how I love hot dogs with mustard
Every night I whisper thanks for the sandwiches, thanks for the sandwiches
But he feels there's something wrong.
Each time he starts poppin' the question, I'm too busy digestin'
......Frankfurter sandwiches, Frankfurter sandwiches all night...

Frankfurter sandwiches all night long.